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Why We Exist
For you to understand who we are, you must first understand why we exist: 

We create technology, so that others can live in a world without fuel poverty.

• We believe that energy should be accessible to all who need it.
• We believe that technology, not switching energy tariffs is the way to eliminate fuel 

poverty.
• Above all, we believe in upsetting the balance.

Since 2005 our scientists and engineers have been monitoring the increase in energy 
consumption throughout Europe and have noted the lack of innovation in products 
which require the most energy to perform. After years of research and development in 
2011 we came together with one goal, one vision and launched Enviroheat HET 
unveiling to the world our core technology - HET.

We create what is needed, not always what is expected.

We look at things differently ,and don't follow convention - we follow innovation! All 
that we have created, is the result of our beliefs. Our technologies and products are 
precision engineered, easy to use and have a significant impact on energy 
consumption. 

We just happen to manufacture Heating and Hot Water products for the Housing and 
Building sector.
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Our Offering
True energy efficiency 

The EconoSuite of products are specifically designed to meet the needs of your 
tenants by providing consistent thermal comfort, precisely managed hot water and 
true control over connected devices via intelligent energy saving controls. The 
EconoSuite consists of the EconoRad, EconoCylinder and Evohome.

The EconoSuite offers:

• A complete, domestic, heating and hot water solution
• Simple, easy to use, user friendly controls
• Complete, wireless, multi zone controllability of EconoSuite; control up to 60 

heaters with 1 controller – perfect for communal areas controlled via building 
managers

• Low temperature heating – safe, reduces risk of scalding and maintains a 
comfortable, constant background heat

• Vented and unvented cylinders designed to be a like-for-like replacement of 
existing systems in your housing stock or new build projects

• A range of heater and cylinder sizes to accommodate each property/room type
• Patented, tested technology proven to heat buildings and water, efficiently.
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Typical Household Energy Consumption

Heating 61.9%
Lighting 3.1%

Cooking 2.8%

Appliances 13.9%

Hot Water 18.3%

Heating and Hot Water accounts for 
up to 80.2 % of the energy used in 
residential properties.

This is why we specifically designed 
technologies to reduce energy 
consumption in these areas.
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The EconoSuite

Heating and Hot Water

The EconoSuite of products are 
specifically designed to meet the needs 
of your tenants by providing consistent 
thermal comfort and on demand hot 
water. HET has been integrated into Hot 
Water Cylinders to provide consistent 
hot water, using less energy.
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THE EconoRad™
Everything a heater should be.

Features

• Stand alone, water filled, electric radiator integrated with patented HET™ 

technology

• Output sizes from 1.1kW to 2.4 kW

• Electrical Load 675 Watts or 1275 Watts

• Each heater has an autonomous energy management system integrated

• Energy saving functions – Economy Mode, Optimisation

• RF Communication and WiFi enabled

Efficiency

Style

100%

100%

100%

Heat control

• Up to 12 Zones can be created –

that’s complete control of up to 60 

Heaters

• Can be powered directly from a 

domestic solar PV system – 4 kW 

solar with energy storage can 

comfortably power 5 EconoRad

heaters

• Maximum surface temperature of 55 

Degrees, low risk of scalding. 

Optimum running temperature 

between 35 – 45 degrees

• IPX4 Rated 5



What Makes this Product Special?
HET 

• Our Patented Hydro Electric Thermics technology is an indirect way of providing heat to an 
appliance. HET has allowed us to create a low temperature heater which thrives on maintaining a 
comfortable environment for your customers. EconoRad doesn’t over heat the room then turn off 
for a few minutes, then come back on. - This is an antiquated and inefficient method of controlling 
an environment. Heat is a constant requirement for buildings so we have designed a system that 
gradually heats a room, then maintains the set temperature using a fraction of electricity.

• Installation without pipework, ventilation, chimneys. Clean combustion free heat without fumes or 
contaminants at point-of-use.

• A central heating system in one heater, no breakdowns or maintenance costs. Fast installation.

• Only fuel is electricity, no harmful fluids contained in the unit, just pure water! A clean technology 
with a low energy consumption (675 Watts/Hour or 1275 Watts/Hour maximum).

• Completely wireless controllability, WiFi Compatible for complete control wherever you are.

• Intelligent learning thermostats and programmer with integrated Honeywell Technology. The 
system will automatically learn how the building retains heat and will adapt heating patterns to 
maximise energy savings.

• Lower surface temperatures than traditional heaters for lower risk of scalding. Max surface temp 
of 55 degrees.

• For Visually Impaired customers – the EconoRad can be controlled by voice via Amazon Alexa, 
Apple Siri and the Google Home Assistant. – True control, even for the most vulnerable.
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THE EconoCylinder™

• EconoCylinder powered by HET, an indirect Hot Water 

Cylinder

• Developed in partnership with Kingspan in the UK, 

quality guaranteed

• 3 Versions available, Copper Vented, Copper 

Combination and Stainless Steel Pressurised – perfect 

for replacing like-for-like.

• Sizes range from 80L – 300L

• Rapid installation, comes pre wired, with 1 single flex 

cable to install.

• Surface mounted thermostats for ease of control

• CFC/HCFC free injected foam insulation

• 4.2 kW load - 3 kW Boost Function, 1.2 kW HET coil

Perfect retrofit solution

HONEYWELL COMPATABLE

Can operate on Honeywell Boiler Relay 

system
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True Control

We are Connected

The EconoSuite is controlled via Honeywell wireless devices. Beautifully designed, easy to use and 
user friendly.

Intuitive intelligent heat programming via the EvoHome – your customers can set a weekly planner 
for heating, the system will learn how each individual zone retains it's heat and automatically engages 
the EconoRad to reach the target temperature at the time set. 

True control comes from connecting the EvoHome to WiFi. For visually impaired customers, they can 
now talk to their heating, and it will respond. Simply tell Apple Siri, Amazon Alexa or Google Assistant 
to adjust the heating and It will respond. 

It can be as intricate or as simple as the customer wants. Customers can set up their system to use 
Google Maps to turn down the heaters closest to the solar gain zones, and increase the temperature 
of the zones which currently have no sunlight, automatically, every day. They can have heir heating 
reduce to 15 degrees when they walk 200 yards away from the property automatically. Customers 
can control each room, floor or property from anywhere by computer, smartphone, tablet or laptop.

Customers can also simply use the touch screen to control heating  
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Testimonials

Real stories from real customers 

“These new heaters that WHG have fitted have been a God send! They are 
easy to use and provide a stable heating source for my home. I suffer from 
quite bad Asthma and need to keep a clean, warm home – the old storage 
heaters gave a dry heat aggravating my condition, these heaters just move 
the air around my home, not drying it out, it’s just convection heat.” –
Walsall Housing Group Customer in the Midlands

“The Heaters installed are really easy to control with the round 
thermostats on the wall. They look great too, very happy customer.” 
Liverpool Mutual Homes customer in The North West

“The heating and hot water is currently using 11.1 kW per day because 
I’ve been monitoring the Watt Meters provided. I have my heating on for 
around 8 hours a day, and my hot water on all the time, it’s costing me 
about £1.60 a day – a significant saving from my old E7 system.” Newark 
and Sherwood Customer in East Midlands 
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Some of Our Housing and Building Sector Clients 

Discover more at www.enviroheathet.com

info@enviroheathet.com 0161 486 2921


